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World Politics

At the End of the Nineteenth Century
AS Influenced by the Oriental Situation

"Dr. Reinsch sketches, in reviewing the world politics, the transition

from nationalism to national imperialism in the nineteenth century, the

political methods of the new national imperialism, the great Powers as

colonizers, the conneccion between colonization and imperialism, and the

consequences of the newest policy. Among these consequences, Dr.

Reinsch places • decay in good government at home, a reaction against

the political and social doctrines of liberalism, and a growth of one-man
power and an aristocratic reaction in philosophy."— Boston Transcript.

Colonial Government

An Introdi ctidn ti- the Study of Colonial Institutions

". . , \ , know of no volume of the same size that conveys so much ir-

formation as his, in so clear anti orderly a manner, or one of greater

utility to the general reader. ... If it were possible to require every

Senat.jr and Representative to pass a competitive examination in the con-

tents of this little volume as a condition of appointment to comr.iittce work
having,' to do with the dependencies, the prospect for the sane treatment

of the tremendous i|uestiun now confronting the American people would

be iiieasurablv improved, and the greater the number of voters that can be

induced to study it, the better it will be for the country."

—New York Timet.

Colonial Administration

"l)r. Reinsch tells of the varying methods that have been employed by
Furopean powers in their dependencies, and of the divers'" results that

h.ive been secured by them, draws from their experience what he consid-

ers the correct conclusions, and leaves the reader to apply these conclu-

sions to the case of the United States. . . . The bi.dk is well writ'.en, and
should have a wide reading by persons who take an earnest interest in the

difttcult problems left the nation by the war with Spain."— Chicago Tribune.
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